Bala Cynwyd, PA – June 8, 2012 - Coriendo and American Insurance Management
Group, Inc. (AIM) have forged a partnership to introduce an award winning and
revolutionary Business Process Management Technology – “Enj” – to the property &
casualty insurance and reinsurance financial segment. AIM will take the lead in
acquainting the industry with Coriendo’s Enj-based, “game changing” IT solutions.
Since 1989, AIM (www.aim-grp.com ) has been assisting executive management teams
of P&C, life, health insurers/reinsurers and regulators all seeking to formulate strategic
focus; effectively deploy human and capital assets; facilitate mergers, acquisitions and
joint ventures; rehabilitate distressed companies and maximize organizational
effectiveness.
Alexander T. Farley, AIM’s President, and Michael G. Thistle, Esq. Executive Director
bring over 50 years of combined insurance/reinsurance experience as managers and
consultants to address endemic industry problems collectively caused by systems that
don’t communicate; information gaps and customized “off the shelf” IT solutions. Both
Alec and Mike possess “hands-on” familiarity with the data interchange challenges
encountered between policy issuing carriers, reinsurers, program administrators, MGU’s
MGA’s and TPA’s that rely on different systems. Communication and management of
data exchanges between these different systems can only be accomplished by costly and
time consuming code writing. With Enj, a revolutionary solution linking together
systems, the time and expense of code writing is no longer required, dramatically
minimizing cost and implementation time. Future system changes and integration can
now be managed in a near heartbeat by Enj while continuing to use the same platform.
We’re excited by the opportunity to see your expressions when we demonstrate Enj’s
capabilities for you.
For more information on AIM and most importantly Enj and its application to the P&C
industry please contact Alec or Mike (www.aim-grp.com):
Alexander T. Farley (215 –704-9550) or Mike Thistle (215-370-9592)
American Insurance Management Group, Inc.
709 Bethlehem Pike – Unit C
Erdenheim, PA. 19038
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